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Executive Summary
The Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA) commissioned this research report to
better understand the supply side market structure for commercial rooftop heating units
(RTUs), and the key purchase considerations for these units in retrofit situations. In
particular, NEEA would like to better understand the market potential for gas-fired
condensing rooftop furnaces, which can have very high efficiency ratings (over 90% annual
fuel utilization efficiency (AFUE)).
For this research the Evergreen team (including Michaels Energy) conducted a broad
literature review and interviewed heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC)
installation contractors, commercial building owners and managers, commercial HVAC
distributors and manufacturer representatives. The team also reviewed and updated a
previous estimate of Northwest technical market potential conducted for NEEA. Below are
some of the key findings about the commercial RTUs market structure in the Northwest:
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The following graphic summarizes the key findings and Evergreen’s recommendations
pertaining to condensing gas RTUs. The recommendations are presented in order of
implementation priority.
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1 Research Objectives
NEEA commissioned this research report to help better understand the supply side market
structure for commercial rooftop HVAC units, and the key purchase considerations for
these units in retrofit situations. In particular, NEEA would like to better understand the
market potential for gas-fired condensing rooftop furnaces (RTUs), which recover heat
from the burner exhaust and can have very high efficiency ratings (over 90% AFUE).1
Following are some of the key research objectives:
•
•
•
•

Better understand supply side market structure for commercial HVAC units;
Better understand key purchase considerations for commercial HVAC units in
retrofit situations;
Understand the market potential for condensing gas RTUs in the Northwest; and
Identify supply chain leverage points and potential market intervention
opportunities.

1.1 Research Tasks
For this research the Evergreen team reviewed state energy codes and federal standards
pertaining to commercial HVAC equipment and conducted a literature review on the
commercial HVAC sector. In addition, the team completed in-depth interviews with a range
of market actors, as detailed in Table 1. Lastly, the Evergreen team reviewed a market
potential analysis developed for NEEA by the Washington State University (WSU) Energy
Program and the Gas Technology Institute (WSU, 2016) to ensure that key estimates and
assumptions are reasonable to use.
Table 1: Completed Market Actor Interviews
Interviewee Type

Completed
Interviews

Commercial HVAC Installers and Consultants

8

HVAC Distributors and Manufacturer Staff

8

Commercial Building Owners and Managers

13

Appendix C includes additional details about the research tasks, and Appendix D includes
all of the interview guides.

1

AFUE denotes Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency.
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2 Commercial HVAC Products and Applications
2.1 Rooftop HVAC Overview
In the U.S., HVAC energy consumption accounts for over 30% of all commercial building
energy costs, almost twice as much as lighting, the second leading source (16%) (U.S. DOE
2015). Rooftop HVAC systems, or RTUs, are defined as rooftop forced-air systems that
package the evaporator, condenser coils and heating coils into a single unit for commercial
buildings to serve the building’s heating, cooling, and in some cases, ventilation
requirements. RTUs can have various fans and controls, and generally rely on natural gas
or electricity (resistance coils or heat pumps) for heating.
For commercial applications, RTUs are generally segmented into small commercial and
large commercial sizes by cooling capacity (tons). For small commercial applications, HVAC
units are generally 25 tons or less, while large commercial applications consist of 25+ ton
HVAC units (Seventhwave 2016). According to the distributors and manufacturer staffs
that Evergreen interviewed, 3 to 5 tons is a very common size/capacity for small
commercial RTUs, although some distributors sell more units in the 5.1 to 25 ton category.
Based on the small sample of interviews conducted for this research, it is difficult to
confirm a precise distribution of RTU sales by capacity.
In 2014, research conducted by the U.S Department of Energy (DOE) estimated that
packaged rooftop air conditioners and heat pump units were used in approximately 46% of
all commercial buildings (Miller, Wang, and Katipamula 2014). Other studies, however,
such as Seventhwave and the Center for Energy and Environment’s study in Minnesota,
estimate this figure to be even higher in certain regions of the country, as the study found
that over 80% of commercial buildings in Minnesota had at least one RTU unit
(Seventhwave 2016). Section 4.2 of this report presents information on RTU usage in the
Northwest states. RTUs continue to be prevalent in commercial applications because of
their reliability, well-established distribution and service networks, and their relatively low
capital cost.
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2.2 Technologies
Figure 1: RTU Technology Overview
As shown in Figure 1, RTUs
consist of several
components including a
condenser, evaporator
(indoor coil), fan and control
box
Source: Trends in High Efficiency
HVAC Packaged Products.
Carrier, 2012

RTUs can have either gas or electric heating options. Bonneville Power Administration’s
(BPA) research found that in the Northwest, 67% of commercial buildings use natural gas
for heating, compared to 30% that use electricity. Standard RTUs use a combination of
outside air and return air from the building to circulate heating and cooling throughout the
building through an internal blower. They also rely on scroll or reciprocating compressors
and internal fans (operated in fixed or variable modes) to help improve humidity control,
cool the air, and heat the air if equipped with a heat pump cycle. RTUs are typically
designed to serve a large single zone within a commercial building (with a single
thermostat). Many building operators, however, have single RTUs serve multiple zones
despite the lack of control in rooms without direct thermostat controls.
Highly efficient condensing gas furnaces have entered the commercial building RTU market
in recent years because of their increased efficiency and lower operating costs. Condensing
gas models work similar to traditional RTUs, with the primary difference being that
condensing gas systems use heat exchanger technology to extract more heat for a longer
period of time from the combustion process. Condensing models are particularly suited for
commercial applications with high amounts of outside air usage and/or longer heating
season runtimes (i.e., colder climates in the U.S. and Canada). By targeting buildings in
colder climates that have larger ventilation air requirements, condensing gas RTUs serve
higher heating loads that result from processing up to 100% outside air (Kosar, Cushman
2013).
Some commercial buildings use RTUs that are dedicated outdoor air systems (DOAS) to
condition 100% outside air for ventilation. Other buildings use makeup air units (MUAs) to
supply 100% outside air to compensate for building exhaust. Whereas DOAS RTUs are part
Evergreen Economics — Page 3
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of a building’s overall HVAC system and serve all zones, MUA units are used independently
as a “spot treatment” in building areas with very high exhaust loads. As an example,
dedicated MUAs are often installed in commercial kitchen areas to counteract high exhaust
volumes through cooking range hoods.
Within the Northwest market, building managers reported the most common HVAC
systems include standard efficiency central boiler units or conventional packaged RTUs,
with some systems using a combination of the two technologies. Larger commercial
buildings often utilize Variable Air Volume (VAV) systems that are single-duct systems with
varying airflow that can be controlled either by the outdoor temperature or the heating and
cooling demand requirements of the building. Additionally, unlike other regions, the
Northwest market includes several commercial buildings that rely on electric heating or
combination systems that utilize both electric and natural gas for their heating and cooling
equipment.

2.3 Technology Trends
RTU heating efficiencies are continuing to increase, and the following graphic illustrates key
technologies that are driving this trend.
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2.4 Efficiency Levels
Efficiency levels for RTUs are generally categorized by the cooling and heating capacities
and efficiencies of the unit. Part load performance varies between commercial buildings
due to occupancy schedules, efficiency requirements, building construction and location
(Carrier 2012). Traditionally, efficiency improvements have been focused on full load
efficiency despite it being used in less than one percent of normal commercial operating
hours. Because a majority of operating hours are
during part load cooling times, the industry has
Participating market actors for
more recently begun improving the IEER ratings
this research reported that most
for RTUs.
Spurred on by increased national standards and
energy efficiency initiatives, HVAC
manufacturers have been focusing on increasing
the air conditioning efficiency of RTUs (IEER)
through new refrigerants and new technologies
(e.g., modulating cooling and air flow controls),
and have focused less attention on improving the
heating efficiency of RTUs.

new, non-condensing furnaces
installed in the Northwest are
80% AFUE heating efficiency
with a 13 SEER to meet current
minimum code requirements.
Comparatively, condensing gas
RTUs can have heating
efficiencies between 90% and
98% AFUE.

As efficiency concerns have increased within the
commercial sector, RTUs have continued to integrate additional efficiency features,
detailed in Table 2.
Table 2: RTU Energy Efficiency Options (Seventhwave 2016)
Energy Efficiency Option

Description

Demand control vents

Save fan energy and energy needed to heat/cool outside air by
reducing the ventilation during unoccupied hours

Improved economizers

Increase economizers’ ability to restrict unconditioned air when closed

Casing insulation

Reduces heating and cooling loads by properly insulating RTUs

Efficient supply fan

Direct drive motors increase overall fan system efficiency by reducing
frictional losses

Energy recovery ventilation

Preheats incoming ventilation air by recovering energy from exhaust
air stream

Evaporative cooling
packages

Allow condensing temperatures to reach outside air wet bulb
temperatures, which increases cooling efficiency
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2.5 Commercial Applications
RTUs are very common on most types of
commercial buildings, especially in colder
Northwest distributor and
locations with relatively long heating seasons.
manufacturer staff interviewed
RTUs are especially common in commercial
for this research noted that
settings with extended operating hours,
school, universities and
relatively low occupant densities and relatively hospital/health care facilities
few service zones. Commercial applications
are currently “hot” market
such as hotels, warehouses with small offices
sectors for RTU retrofits, in
and schools generally have supplemental
addition to the traditional retail
heating sources to RTUs because multiple
and office sectors.
zones require individual heating and cooling.
Conversely, general warehouses, retail stores,
food service, and office buildings do not rely on
supplemental heating or cooling systems (Seventhwave 2016).

2.6 Prices
Overall, prices for RTUs depend on the specific installation project and can vary
dramatically between commercial applications with one or two RTUs versus large-scale
projects with 10 or more units. Based on mechanical cost data, the Minnesota research
found that the average capital cost – not including installation costs – for a “codecompliant” RTU is around $1,100/ton, while the average capital cost for a “high
performance RTU” is approximately $1,500/ton (Seventhwave 2016). While efficiency has
become a higher priority for commercial customers, RTU sales growth for high-efficiency
equipment is still slower in the commercial sector compared to the residential market (BPA
2016).
Currently, high-efficiency gas condensing RTUs cost more than other RTUs because of their
lower production volumes and higher production costs. This is because smaller, “secondtier” HVAC companies lacking economies of scale produce a majority of condensing gas
models. Section 4.2 provides additional details about the incremental costs for condensing
gas RTUs.
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3 Commercial HVAC Market Structure
Figure 2 outlines two of the key supply chain routes for commercial HVAC projects and
highlights some of the key findings from each of the various market actors.
Figure 2: Northwest Commercial HVAC Structure
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3.1 Customer Decision Making
Research conducted by BPA identified five major decision-making factors for commercial
customers purchasing RTUs (BPA 2016):
•
•
•
•
•

Available budget
Technology options
Technology complexity
Decision-maker priorities
Sales Cycle

Interviewed building owners and managers reported similar influences, as the most
important factors generally included availability, efficiency and cost – both initial capital
costs and ongoing maintenance costs. However, because cost is still the primary
consideration, Northwest building owners generally consider energy efficiency options
within their fixed project budget. Northwest installers noted that most commercial
customers want a “like-for-like” replacement, increasing efficiency only to meet new code
requirements or to receive available rebates. Interviewed RTU distributors and
manufacturer representatives reported that
there is high repeat business and brand
Interviewees identified the following
loyalty within the industry, and that
building types as strong candidates for
customers prioritize mid-priced, easily
high efficiency retrofits: institutional,
installed, highly reliable products.
Given the complexity of commercial RTU
installations, projects tend to involve
significant capital funding and often require
multiple layers of approvals. This leads to
longer planning times and extended sales
cycles as commercial customers evaluate
their equipment replacement options
(especially for new construction).

medical, educational, niche
hospitality hotels and also some high
rise multifamily where the owner
wants to market to environmentally
conscious tenants. Some interviewees
perceived that long-term building
owners are only ones that will allow
paybacks longer than three to five
years

Because of the variety of equipment options
for commercial RTUs, building owners tend
to rely on maintenance staff and HVAC contractors to help identify a range of alternatives
and select the option that is most appropriate for their respective building(s). Northwest
building managers and owners interviewed for this research indicated they rely heavily on
the expertise and recommendations of HVAC installation contractors when selecting their
HVAC equipment.
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3.2 Northwest Commercial HVAC Installers and Distributors
Table 3 provides counts of HVAC installation and distribution businesses in the Northwest
states by the number of employees working at each unique location. These were derived
from analysis of market data from InfoUSA, with businesses classified by their primary and
secondary SIC codes.
The InfoUSA data do not distinguish between the residential and commercial market
segments. However, NEEA’s Light Commercial HVAC study from 2005 reports that
businesses with fewer than 10 employees typically serve only the residential market, while
businesses with 10 or more employees are more likely to serve the commercial market.
Therefore, this analysis suggests that there are approximately 510 installation and 60distribution business in the Northwest serving the commercial HVAC market.
Table 3: Northwest HVAC Installers and Distributors

State
Idaho
Montana
Oregon
Washington
Total

Number of Installers

Number of Distributors

Number of Employees
<10
>=10
327
87
309
61
550
146
749
222

Number of Employees
<10
>=10
22
8
16
5
57
15
95
29

1,935

516

190

2,451

57
247

Source: Evergreen Economics analysis of InfoUSA data.

Some of the largest distributor firms based on annual sales (which may include non-HVAC
services) include: Jet Industries, Cascade Heating and Specialties, Jacobs Heating, Airefco,
Johnstone Supply, Sunset Heating & Cooling, Entek Corp, Pacific Air Systems and Cardinal
Heating.
Some of the largest installer firms based on annual sales are: Kinetics Inc., ACI Northwest,
Sunset Air Inc., American Heating Inc., Design Air LTD, Campbell & Company Inc., Apollo
Heating and Air Conditioning, McKinstry, Jacobs Heating and Air Conditioning, and Salem
Heating & Sheet Metal.

3.3 HVAC Manufacturers
Distributors interviewed for this research estimated the following market shares for RTU
sales in Oregon and Washington (i.e., the largest territories served by NEEA’s Gas
Initiative). These percentages will not add to 100% due to the estimate ranges provided,
and all of these brands offered by Northwest distributors. The Evergreen team did not have
access to subscription data developed by the Air-Conditioning, Heating and Refrigeration
Institute (AHRI) to confirm these estimates.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Carrier: 30-35%
Lennox: 20-25%
Trane: 15-20%
JCI/York: 15-20%
Others: 10% (e.g., Daikin, McQuay)

Within the condensing gas market, the large manufacturers started producing condensing
gas RTUs for the commercial market only recently, whereas small scale manufactures such
as Engineered Air, Modine, Reznor and Munters began manufacturing condensing gas
models— with thermal efficiencies (TE) between 90 and 94 percent— prior to 2012
(Kosar, Cushman 2013). Beginning in 2014, both Trane and York began offering
commercial condensing gas RTUs with similar TE efficiency values and costs. However, due
to low sales volumes and poor economies of scale for the condensing gas RTU market, large
manufacturers continue to focus their efforts on the traditional, large-scale RTU market
and offer high-efficiency models only for custom projects.

3.4 Supply Chain Routes
After selecting their equipment, commercial building owners have to select their supplier:
typically a wholesale distributor or manufacturer representative.2 The main difference
between the two options is the handling of the RTU equipment after it leaves the
manufacturer. For smaller RTUs (<25 tons), commercial customers typically use the
wholesale distributor option. Figure 3 illustrates these two most common HVAC supply
chain routes for commercial customers.

2

Distributors are often involved in the selection process.
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Figure 3: HVAC Supply Chain Routes

Source: HVAC Market Intelligence Report. Bonneville Power Administration, 2016

While the size of the project generally dictates the supply chain route, other factors play a
role. For example, wholesale distributors can often provide RTUs quicker because of their
“hub-and-spoke” model, while manufacturer representatives are better equipped to help
larger customers customize their RTU equipment.
In addition, national retail accounts may work with both national manufacturer staff and
regional distributors, regardless of the size of the RTUs they require. For instance, some
national retailers initially work with manufacturer staff to negotiate a price for
replacement equipment (often many units), and then a local distributor will actually order
the RTUs and arrange the shipping. Examples of large corporate accounts present in the
Northwest include: Walmart, 24 Hour Fitness, 7-11, O'Reilly Auto Parts, Walgreens, Jack in
the Box, and Coca Cola. According to the distributors interviewed for this research, some
large accounts have little interest in procuring RTUs that exceed code requirements, while
some are receptive to “next up” efficiency improvements of 10% to 15% for some projects.
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3.5 Impacts on Design
The project design and installation process also affect the RTU purchase process. Generally,
this process follows one of two approaches: the plan and spec approach or the design-build
approach (BPA 2016). For plan and spec projects, typically for new construction or large,
complex remodels, building owners hire an engineering firm to develop HVAC
specifications, and involve several decision-makers in the final selection process including
the contractors, architects and building owners. Distributors interviewed by Evergreen
said they network and work closely with mechanical engineering firms, since it is critical to
get their equipment specified.
Conversely, the design-build approach generally involves smaller HVAC systems where the
decision-making process is streamlined and fewer decision-makers are involved. For these
smaller retrofit projects, the contractors and distributors are typically hired by a design
firm and have more influence on the purchasing decision with regard to the brands and
models of RTUs for commercial installations. Alternatively, building owners may ask their
current heating contractor and a few others to supply project scopes and bids, which they
select from.
The interviewed distributors noted that personal relationships and meetings are key to
retaining business from contractors and mechanical engineers. While distributors do
include product information on their websites and sometimes distribute product literature,
they tend to focus on personal relationships in an industry where there is high brand
loyalty. For new product offerings, distributors sometimes convene customer social events
where manufacturer staff may also be on hand to introduce new product features.

3.6 Project Duration
Northwest installers and distributors interviewed for this research reported that most
commercial retrofit projects take between one month and nine months to complete (from
scoping through installation), depending on the scope and size of the project. While
installers tend not to stock RTUs because they are expensive and demand varies, their
distributors keep common sizes of RTUs in stock, which can be installed in one to two
weeks if needed. Following are additional details about RTU project durations for retrofit
HVAC projects:
•
•
•
•

A single RTU replacement can take as little as one week if the product is in stock
through a distributor
Three months is a typical duration for a project with multiple, smaller RTUs (e.g.,
eight RTUs for a 12,000 square foot building)
On average, a typical RTU project lasts one to nine months
For customized projects, the lead-time might be extended by four to ten weeks
due to more complex system selection and design activities
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•

The process can take up to 18 months for national accounts ordering more units,
typically with less urgency, because of scoping, price negotiation, ordering, shipping
and installation
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4 Market Opportunities for Condensing Gas RTUs
4.1 Energy Savings
Condensing gas systems on buildings with high outside air requirements can produce large
natural gas and energy cost savings. The savings will be largest (and payback periods
shortest) for buildings with long runtime cycles, higher outside air requirements, low
ambient air temperatures and higher supply air temperature requirements. The energy
savings for a specific project, however, could vary greatly.
Retail outlets, schools, sports arenas, theaters and medical/healthcare facilities often use
dedicated outside air systems (DOAS) to condition up to 100% of outside air for building
ventilation, making them strong candidates for condensing gas retrofits. Another type of
outside air system that may be applicable for condensing gas RTUs is the Make-up Air Unit
(MUA), commonly found in hotels, health clubs and commercial kitchens (GTI 2015).
In 2012, energySMART (a Nicor Gas program) conducted a pilot assessment of condensing
gas RTUs outlined below:

NEEA is also conducting field research on the energy savings potential and expected
payback periods for condensing gas systems. According to analysis of four pilot installation
sites in Oregon and Washington, annual energy savings have ranged from 200 to 900
therms per year, and estimated payback periods have ranged from about 4 to 20 years (GTI
2016).

4.2 Northwest Technical Potential
The Evergreen team did not have access to comprehensive data on installed RTU capacities
or regional RTU sales. Instead, the team reviewed a market potential analysis developed for
NEEA by the Washington State University (WSU) Energy Program and the Gas Technology
Institute (WSU, 2016) to ensure that key estimates and assumptions are reasonable to use.

4.2.1

Commercial Building Stock Assessment (CBSA) Analysis

As a first step the Evergreen team recreated the building square foot allocations completed
by WSU to verify their accuracy and applicability. Specifically, Evergreen developed
Evergreen Economics — Page 14
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estimates for square footage heated by gas-fired RTUs (i.e., low outside air systems) and
also gas-fired MUA/DOAS systems (i.e., high outside air systems) in the Northwest region
(i.e., Idaho, Oregon, Montana, Washington).
Evergreen applied multiple data filters to total building square footage to estimate building
areas most applicable to condensing rooftop units. These filters, in the order applied, are
shown below, and Table 4 shows the end results for RTUs.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Total Building Area
Heated Building Area
Buildings with Gas Service
Square feet heated by a RTU
RTU with the primary heating fuel of Natural Gas

Table 4: Distribution of Heated Commercial Building Space by Building Type - RTUs
All Buildings

Primary Heating is Gas

Primary Heating is Gas
RTU

Square Feet

Square Feet

Building Type
Square Feet
Assembly
Grocery
Lodging
Office
Other
Residential
Care
Restaurant
Retail/Service
School K - 12
Warehouse
Total

Percent

Percent

Percent

360,338,083
72,342,077
168,593,969
727,896,529
320,986,639

13%
3%
6%
25%
11%

272,630,604
56,497,951
37,117,160
354,359,668
232,749,718

14%
3%
2%
19%
12%

73,290,810
28,440,954
11,043,508
80,755,825
53,314,777

13%
5%
2%
14%
9%

120,733,947

4%

47,214,238

2%

14,080,900

2%

50,039,105
529,711,283
242,497,647
267,469,598
2,860,608,877

2%
19%
8%
9%
100%

38,774,749
420,599,692
191,005,436
242,606,194
1,893,555,408

2%
22%
10%
13%
100%

30,446,138
234,422,306
32,996,783
22,995,126
581,787,127

5%
40%
6%
4%
100%

Source: Evergreen analysis of CBSA data.

The total square footage total shown in Table 5 is exactly the same as the overall gas-fired
RTU square footage calculated in the WSU report. Unlike WSU, however, Evergreen did not
subtract the square footage associated with single-zone, high ventilation RTUs.
Evergreen calculated gas-fired MUA/DOAS square footage using a similar methodology and
filters, and the results appear in Table 5.
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Table 5: Distribution of Heated Commercial Building Space by Building Type –
MUA/DOAS
Building Type

All Buildings
Square Feet
Assembly
Grocery
Lodging
Office
Other
Residential
Care
Restaurant
Retail/Service
School K - 12
Warehouse
Total

Percent

Primary Heating is Gas

Primary Heating is Gas
MUA/DOAS

Square Feet

Percent

Square Feet

Percent

360,338,083
72,342,077
168,593,969
727,896,529
320,986,639

13%
3%
6%
25%
11%

272,630,604
56,497,951
37,117,160
354,359,668
232,749,718

14%
3%
2%
19%
12%

107,357
1,872,117
3,614,422
8,309
6,839,399

0%
8%
15%
0%
29%

120,733,947

4%

47,214,238

2%

793,517

3%

50,039,105
529,711,283
242,497,647
267,469,598
2,860,608,877

2%
19%
8%
9%
100%

38,774,749
420,599,692
191,005,436
242,606,194
1,893,555,408

2%
22%
10%
13%
100%

808,259
2,612,546
6,191,174
805,832
23,652,932

3%
11%
26%
3%
100%

Source: Evergreen analysis of CBSA data.

Evergreen calculated significantly less square footage for gas-fired MUA/DOAS systems
than WSU, since the WSU analysis did not limit the MUA/DOAS universe to space with
primary natural gas heat. This calculation difference results in decrease of about 15 million
square feet for gas MUA/DOAS systems.

4.2.2

Review of WSU Energy Calculations

Based on our reviews of the WSU analysis, one of the key things that could be improved
upon was the estimated heating requirement per square foot. Appendix B of the WSU
report includes a PDF image of the calculations that were used to develop the approximate
heating energy consumption for a variety of building types. A copy of this image is shown in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Heating Capacity Analysis Completed by WSU (WSU 2016)
DOAS/MUAS Heating Capacities

Hourly
Weather
Data
Source

City

Portland OR TMY3
Spokane WA TMY3

Sizing Factor of
100%
Capacity
ASHRAE Design @ DB Design
99.6% Heating
Heated to F of
ASHRAE Dry Bulb (DB)
60 DT
HDD65 Temperature (F) Btuh/cfm
F

ASHRAE
Climate ASHRAE
Zone
Location
4C
5B

Portland Airport
Spokane Airport

4214
6627

25.2
4.7

38
60

Plot for Portland OR
100
90

DOAS Capacity (Btu/ft2)

80
70
1.16 cfm/ft2

60

0.96 cfm/ft2

50

0.76 cfm/ft2

40

0.46 cfm/ft2

30

0.23 cfm/ft2

20

0.06 cfm/ft2

10
0
60

65

70

75

Btu/ft2 DOAS Heating Capacities

80

85

Supply Air Temperature (F)

90

95

100

35
55

for These Building Types
Corridors
Library
Retail
Classrooms Day Care
Portland OR
Laboratories
Capacity
@ DB Design with These Representative OA Rates in cfm/ft2
Heated to F of
0.06
0.17
0.23
0.36
0.46
60
2.3
6.4
8.7
13.5
17.3
65
2.6
7.3
10.0
15.5
19.8
70
2.9
8.2
11.2
17.4
22.3
75
3.2
9.1
12.5
19.4
24.7
80
3.6
10.1
13.8
21.3
27.2
85
3.9
11.0
15.0
23.3
29.7
90
4.2
11.9
16.3
25.2
32.2
95
4.5
12.8
17.5
27.1
34.7
100
4.8
13.7
18.8
29.1
37.2

0.56
21.0
24.1
27.1
30.1
33.1
36.2
39.2
42.2
45.2

0.66
24.8
28.4
31.9
35.5
39.1
42.6
46.2
49.8
53.3

0.76
28.6
32.7
36.8
40.9
45.0
49.1
53.2
57.3
61.4

0.86
32.3
37.0
41.6
46.3
50.9
55.5
60.2
64.8
69.5

0.96
36.1
41.3
46.4
51.6
56.8
62.0
67.2
72.4
77.6

1.06
39.8
45.6
51.3
57.0
62.7
68.5
74.2
79.9
85.6

1.16
43.6
49.9
56.1
62.4
68.7
74.9
81.2
87.4
93.7

Spokane WA
Capacity
@ DB Design
Heated to F of
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100

0.56
33.4
36.5
39.5
42.5
45.5
48.6
51.6
54.6
57.6

0.66
39.4
43.0
46.5
50.1
53.7
57.2
60.8
64.4
67.9

0.76
45.4
49.5
53.6
57.7
61.8
65.9
70.0
74.1
78.2

0.86
51.4
56.0
60.7
65.3
69.9
74.6
79.2
83.9
88.5

0.96
57.3
62.5
67.7
72.9
78.1
83.3
88.4
93.6
98.8

1.06
63.3
69.0
74.8
80.5
86.2
91.9
97.7
103.4
109.1

1.16
69.3
75.5
81.8
88.1
94.3
100.6
106.9
113.1
119.4

0.06
3.6
3.9
4.2
4.6
4.9
5.2
5.5
5.9
6.2

0.17
10.2
11.1
12.0
12.9
13.8
14.7
15.7
16.6
17.5

0.23
13.9
15.2
16.4
17.7
18.9
20.2
21.5
22.7
24.0

0.36
21.5
23.4
25.4
27.3
29.3
31.2
33.2
35.1
37.1

0.46
27.5
30.0
32.4
34.9
37.4
39.9
42.4
44.9
47.3

Auditoriums Restaraunts Bars
Theaters
Health Clubs

Sports
Spectator
Areas

Notice that in Figure 4 there are some estimates of different types of buildings (i.e.,
corridors, library, retail, etc.) corresponding to different types of ventilation requirements.
However, it does not appear that the WSU analysis explicitly utilized these different
categories when calculating the mid-range estimates of technical potential. Instead, the
analysis used minimum and maximum values to provide some brackets around the
potential estimate.
In developing their mid-range estimate, WSU used engineering judgment to determine the
median values for heating capacity required, and effective full load hours (EFLH) for typical
buildings. According to the WSU report, the following assumptions were used to develop
the mid-range estimates:
•
•
•

Low OA system heating capacity of 30 output Btuh/sf
High OA system heating capacity of 50 output Btuh/sf
EFLHs of 700 for low OA systems and 1,250 for high OA systems

The Evergreen team used the breakdown of specific building types from the CBSA data to
develop a weighted average of heating requirements. We examined the building types and
mapped them to the heating capacity requirements from the WSU analysis. Evergreen
consolidated the heating capacity tables by averaging the Portland, OR values and the
Spokane, WA values in order to simplify the analysis.
The heating capacity was chosen, using engineering judgment, to be the capacity necessary
to deliver 60°F air, or 80°F air depending on if the facility has high or low internal gains
(i.e., equipment, people, etc.). For example, Evergreen assigned the retail/service building
type to the 0.28 CFM/ft2 bin, as was assumed in Appendix B of the WSU analysis, and
assumed 80°F supply air. This process was completed for all of the building types shown in
Figure 4 and Table 5. Based on this method, Evergreen calculated the square foot weighted
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average heating capacity required to be 24.3 Btuh/SF of building area for RTUs, and 26.7
Btuh/SF of building area for MUA/DOAS. Overall, this is 22% less than the 31.2 Btuh/SF
used in the WSU analysis.
The main driver for the reduction is that the WSU analysis assumes that most buildings
require both high ventilation and high heating. Typically, outdoor air requirements
increase as the number of people within a space also increases. However, people also
generate a significant amount of heat. While it may be true that an auditorium has to bring
in a significant amount of outdoor air ventilation (moving to the right in the table shown in
Figure 4), the necessary supply air temperature also decreases because of the high internal
gains of the space. Thus, even in a very high ventilation space such as an auditorium, the air
is likely heated to 60°F, or even less for a vast majority of the year, if it is even heated at all.
Spaces such as these often are economizing for much of the winter to provide the necessary
cooling.
The Evergreen team used the EFLH numbers from the WSU analysis, as well as the same
80% to 92% efficiency increase. Combining these assumptions, the updated heating
capacity requirements, and the square footage data from the CBSA analysis results in an
updated mid-range potential estimate of 17,396,231 therms of natural gas savings
annually.
There are two main reasons for the lower estimate. The first is the reduced square footage
applicable to MUA/DOAS systems throughout the Northwest, discussed and shown in Table
5. The second is the reduction in the average heating capacity requirements derived by
allocating and weighting the heating capacities by building type.
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5 Market Barriers for Condensing Gas RTUs
In this section we summarize the key barriers to increased market adoption of condensing
gas RTUs and makeup air units, as conveyed by the market actors interviewed for this
research (i.e., building owners/managers, distributors and manufacturers, installation
contractors, HVAC consultants).

5.1 Energy Codes
As detailed in Appendix A, federal and state codes pertaining to RTU
heating efficiency have not increased significantly in the recent past, nor
are they expected to increase significantly in the short-term future.
Instead, new federal standards have mainly been focused on space
cooling with electricity, where there is very high potential for energy
savings relative to heating. As a result, there is little market urgency to
produce or demand RTUs with highly efficient heating, particularly when
standard efficiency (80%) products are very reliable and well known. Most building
owners and managers conducting RTU retrofits “just want to meet code relatively
inexpensively,” and those that seek to upgrade their RTUs are mostly interested in
incremental technology/efficiency improvements.

5.2 Limited Supply and Market Awareness
There are few producers of condensing gas RTUs, which have limited
customer awareness and choice. A few larger, well-known brands (e.g.,
Trane) offer condensing gas systems only rarely as a “custom final finish,”
and the other market leaders are not planning to enter this submarket in
the near future. The interviewed distributors with access to condensing
gas RTUs (through smaller manufacturers) do not promote these systems
aggressively, and instead focus on their large “core” brands.3 Contractors
are familiar with condensing technology, including condensing RTUs, but do not have
personal experience installing them in the commercial sector. Their perceptions are based
on secondhand information.
Despite these barriers, there are signs of growing awareness in the Northwest:
•
•

One distributor for a leading RTU brand reportedly gets an inquiry each couple of
weeks on condensing gas systems from engineers, contractors or architects.
Some Mammoth condensing gas RTUs have been installed in the Seattle and
Vancouver markets in offices, strip malls, small retail businesses and a bar.4 A

3

One distributor commented that, “Modine and Reznor make great unit heaters and have solid reputations,
but have never focused on refrigeration and compressor stuff. They make a very good box with a fan and
heater, but they’ll need to partner (to grow market share).”
4 These units are 95 AFUE and 14 SEER, have 2-stage heating and are available in 2 to 5 tons.
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Seattle distributor is making customers aware of availability; some contractors have
installed three or more units and “like the product.” Furthermore, Nortek
(Mammoth’s parent company) reportedly does a lot of product advertising and
presents at trade shows, so more contractors are seeing the product nationally.

5.3 Economic Barriers
Most building owners try to minimize the capital cost of large retrofit
projects such as RTU replacements and focus less on the potential life
cycle energy savings. While some well-known manufacturers claim to
target customers that are more interested in energy efficiency (i.e., heat
recovery features, custom installation configurations), most
manufacturers are focused on “the low first-cost market with low
margins.”
Interviewees for this research did not have firm knowledge about incremental equipment
and install costs for condensing gas systems. One large manufacturer stated that the
average incremental equipment cost for 80% versus 90% RTUs is $300 to $500 per ton, but
they were unsure about incremental costs for RTUs with efficiencies over 90%. One
interviewee believed that the incremental cost for Mammoth’s 3-ton, 95% efficiency RTU is
about $500 compared to an 80% unit.
Interviewed installers speculated that there may not be any incremental installation costs
for condensing gas systems, however the installers did not have direct experience with
condensing gas RTUs in commercial applications. One of the larger volume installers
believed that some condensing gas RTUs might be three to four times more expensive than
standard RTUs, with additional ongoing costs for replacing supplemental heat exchangers,
which can cost up to 80% of the full installation cost of a standard RTU.
In this setting it is difficult for installers to accurately predict the payback period for
prospective condensing gas RTU projects. In particular, many commercial buildings west of
the Cascades may not have adequate payback periods because of their lower heating
requirements and run times. Northwest installers stated that because gas prices are
relatively low in the Northwest, most building owners cannot justify the additional upfront
costs of condensing gas RTUs unless they are pursing LEED certification.
Costs for condensing gas RTUs are not likely to decline significantly in the short-term due
to small production scales and the custom build-to-order nature of larger units. Therefore,
many building owners and managers may be inclined to prioritize maintenance on filters,
wear parts, and heat exchangers going forward.
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5.4 Order Time
Condensing gas units are available to commercial customers in the Northwest, however
they typically have to be special ordered. This is an important barrier for
emergency replacement situations, where shorter planning timelines and
reduced budgets generally necessitate choosing a standard efficiency
option. According to interviewees, the additional time to procure a
suitable condensing gas unit ranges from 6 to 10 weeks. Reznor has
recently begun stocking 3 to 5 ton units in its factory (WSU 2016)
however, and Mammoth 2 to 5 ton RTUs are often stocked a Seattle area distributor.

5.5 Condensate Management
Condensate management is a key issue for condensing gas RTUs and local
jurisdictions may have different disposal requirements. Local codes
require acidic condensate to be drained off commercial rooftops via
approved storm or sanitary sewer disposal systems, and explicitly or
indirectly require neutralization of condensate that can potentially
damage pipes (WSU, 2016). While new construction projects can plan
and budget for integrated disposal systems, this becomes more
challenging for larger retrofit projects with multiple existing RTUs. One large manufacturer
representative perceived that liability concerns (i.e., potential roof damage) are a factor
preventing the largest companies from mass-producing condensing gas units.
None of the interviewees for this research had direct project experience with condensate
management practices and costs (drainage systems, maintenance labor/supplies). While
some speculated that these costs could be minimal, the majority of interviewees perceived
that these costs are not insignificant.

5.6 Potential Equipment Freezing
Several interviewees were wary of problems related to condensate freezing
within RTUs, which could cause major disruptions to building operations.
One interviewee reported that the condensing equipment has a “minimum
operating condition of 40 degrees Fahrenheit,” and multiple interviewees
stated that commercial property owners/managers would need to take
steps to prevent freezing, which could include:
•
•
•
•

Manual inspections and drainage during cold weather operations;
Pipe insulation (e.g., taping);
Heat trace (e.g., electric resistance heaters within the pipe insulation on outdoor
water piping); and/or
Other freeze protection measures.
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5.7 Rooftop Structural Changes
High-efficiency RTUs are generally larger in size due to the increased size
of the heat exchanger and may not fit the parameters of the existing RTU
being replaced (Seventhwave 2016). In addition, one Northwest installer
noted that high efficiency units need double-wall paneling to maintain
efficiency. This increases the unit’s weight, which may require improved
structural support. Interviewed installers and commercial building
managers noted that because standard efficiency, code-compliant RTUs
have increased to 80% AFUE, there has been a general trend to install standard RTUs that
fit the existing units and are easy to install.

5.8 Alternative Technologies
Multiple interviewees noted that air source heat pumps (ASHPs) are
becoming increasingly popular throughout the country due to improving
technologies and utility rebates, and are particularly well suited to the
Northwest climate.5 For some of the interviewed distributors ASHPs
account for up to 25% of annual commercial sector revenues. While
HVAC systems have a maximum possible efficiency of 100%, heat pump
technologies’ efficiencies keep escalating, have higher efficiency “ceilings”
and may provide shorter payback periods than condensing gas RTUs. One manufacturer
stated that, “Heat pumps will get you to a COP (coefficient of performance) of 2.5 to 5, and
can get to 2.0 easily. Heat pumps in general provide better efficiency than gas RTUs.
Straight gas heating is declining, and the market is trending towards heat pumps of all
kinds.”
VRF systems are especially attractive in large
“Heat pumps will get you to a COP
commercial buildings with higher operating
(coefficient of performance) of 2.5
costs and energy usage because of their ability to
to 5, and can get to 2.0 easily.
simultaneously heat and cool different parts of a
Heat pumps in general provide
building using the same refrigerants and provide
better efficiency than gas RTUs.
more customizable settings for individual spaces
within a building (BPA 2016). Interviewed
Straight gas heating is declining,
installers stated that VRF systems are becoming
and the market is trending
more popular for commercial customers seeking
towards heat pumps of all kinds.”
higher efficiency HVAC solutions. VRF systems
- Manufacturer Rep
are reportedly easy to install, provide high
flexibility, have high efficiencies, and are quieter
and smaller than traditional or condensing gas RTUs. As demand for VRF systems has
increased, Northwest installers have broadened their offerings to include Daikin,
Mitsubishi and LG VRF systems that either function as standalone HVAC solutions or in
5

One interviewee noted that heat pumps continue to improve defrost controls.
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hybrid systems with traditional RTUs. One manufacturer staff claimed that VRF is currently
“the biggest market changer” and is “widely accepted and often first
choice.” A distributor was hoping that one of their major RTU
manufacturers would develop a VRF product that they could offer to
customers.

5.9 Installer Barriers
The interviewed installers said they had little to no experience installing condensing gas
RTUs in commercial applications. Given their lack of experience with these systems,
installers were unlikely to recommend the technology to building owners. Furthermore,
most building owners are unaware of condensing gas RTUs and consequently do not
inquire about condensing gas models with installers (which could lead them to increase
their knowledge).
Overall, the installers perceived the potential upside benefits of lower energy costs to be
small relative to the potential performance and maintenance risks (e.g., inadequate energy
savings, comfort level changes, parts failures). In addition to the aforementioned concerns
(condensate removal, internal freezing), installers noted that condensing gas units have
more moving parts generally, and thus higher risk warranty calls. In addition there are
concerns about the durability of the heat exchangers in condensing gas RTUs. One installer
noted that condensing hot water boilers have been available for over 15 years and have
been widely adopted, yet manufacturers are still in the process of fine tuning their designs
to ensure longevity and nuisance free operation.
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6 Implications for NEEA
Based on the research findings presented in this report, NEEA should consider multiple
market interventions if it seeks to promote condensing gas RTUs in the commercial
market.
1. Develop condensate management and freeze protection education and
information (system designs, typical costs) for a broad range of market actors
- installers, building owners, distributors and mechanical engineers. Currently
there is little market knowledge about actual condensate management
requirements and best practices, and the actual prevalence of condensate freezing
within RTUs. In addition, installation contractors may not always follow the
manufacturer’s condensate disposal instructions. Before promoting condensing gas
technology to the mass market NEEA should develop technical information (and
solutions) on these issues, since distributors and installers currently perceive high
risk to building owners.
2. Develop energy savings and payback calculator tools for condensing gas RTUs
and MUA units. This would make it easier for installers and distributors to market
condensing gas systems. Ideally these tools could incorporate a range of real-world
operating conditions (e.g., occupancy levels, run times).
3. Increase market awareness of condensing gas RTUs and MUA units. As the
above issues are addressed, NEEA will need to help promote the technology since
currently there is little direct knowledge of these products. Strategies that NEEA can
consider include: in person product demonstrations/workshops, co-marketing with
strategic manufacturer, distributor and installer partners, and product information
on NEEA’s website (e.g., current product manufacturers and recommended
applications, successful case studies).
4. Work with NEEA’s utility partners to develop rebate programs. These rebates
might be targeted to distributors, which have broad market reach among Northwest
contractors. Interviewed distributors noted that installation contractors do not like
to deal with rebate forms and “a rebate of $300 for the occasional (new) project is
not worth it to them.”6

One distributor for a very large RTU manufacturer speculated that the manufacturer could enter the
condensing gas RTU market if a very large, mid-west based distributor “pushed them.”
6
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Appendix A – Commercial HVAC Codes Review
Codes and standards can play a powerful role in shaping the current and future market
place for energy efficiency technology. Codes and standards set the baselines throughout
the country, and can sometimes vary significantly from state to state. This section
summarizes the current codes and standards in NEEA’s territory and provides insights
onto the future landscape of codes and standards as they relate to gas powered commercial
rooftop units.

Status of Current Codes and Standards
The Evergreen team reviewed current federal and state level codes and standards to
determine those applicable to commercial rooftop units. The codes were reviewed for the
following states:
•
•
•
•

Washington
Oregon
Idaho
Montana

States typically adopt one of the main nationally developed codes, usually with some
amendments. The American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning
Engineers (ASHRAE) and the International Code Council (ICC) develop the two main
national codes. These codes are:
•
•

ASHRAE Standard 90.1 Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential
Buildings
The International Energy Conservation Code (IECC)

In addition, the federal standards maintained by the U.S. DOE were also reviewed and
compared to those currently in place in the Northwest states. The DOE Building
Technologies Office (BTO) is responsible for appliance and equipment standards
rulemakings and notices, and has separate standards for residential consumer furnaces and
commercial warm air furnaces. The DOE defines the sector split based on the capacity of
the furnace and where the unit is installed. Units with a maximum input less than 300,000
Btu/hr and are installed in a residence are considered to be residential furnaces. Those
greater than or equal to 225,000 Btu/hr and installed in commercial or industrial
applications are defined as commercial.7

7

Code of Federal Regulations. 10 CFR 430.2
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State Codes
The state energy codes for the four Northwest states, while not consistent with each other,
are some of the most stringent in the country. Oregon is unique in that the most recent
version of the Oregon Energy Efficiency Specialty Code was put in place in 2014, although
the main aspects of the code are based on IECC 2009. Oregon’s commercial warm air
furnace standards are based on ASHRAE Standard 90.1 2013. Washington’s code, adopted
July 1, 2016, is the most current and most stringent overall, although the minimum
efficiency requirements are the same as for the other states. The current efficiency
requirements applicable to commercial buildings are summarized in below.
Table 6: Current State Energy Codes
State

Washington

Oregon

Idaho

Montana

Current Energy
Code Basis

IECC 2015

ASHRAE 90.1 2013

IECC 2012

IECC 2012

Commercial Gas Heating
Efficiency Requirements
< 225,000
Btu/h

78% AFUE or
80%Et

≥ 225,000
Btu/h

80%Et

< 225,000
Btu/h

78% AFUE or
80%Et

≥ 225,000
Btu/h

80%Et

< 225,000
Btu/h

78% AFUE or
80%Et

≥ 225,000
Btu/h

80%Et

< 225,000
Btu/h

78% AFUE or
80%Et

≥ 225,000
Btu/h

80%Et

Reference
TABLE
403.2.3(4)a

TABLE
503.2.3(4)b

TABLE
403.2.3(4)c

TABLE
403.2.3(4)d

A: https://fortress.wa.gov/ga/apps/sbcc/Page.aspx?nid=14
B: http://ecodes.biz/ecodes_support/free_resources/Oregon/14_Energy/14_OREnergy_main.html
C: https://dbs.idaho.gov/codes/dbs_adopted_codes_1_jan_2015.pdf
D:
https://deq.mt.gov/Portals/112/Energy/EnergizeMT/Conservation/Energy%20Code/Comm_Code_Su
mmary
_10.pdf?ver=2016-08-02-083542-083

Across all the Northwest states, commercial HVAC efficiency requirements have not changed
since IECC 2003.8 Even in that previous revision, the increase in efficiency from IECC 2000 to
IECC 2003 for commercial furnaces was small, only increasing 2% from 78% to 80%.9 This is
8
9

TABLE 803.2.2(4) International Energy Conservation Code, 2003.
TABLE 803.3.2(3) International Energy Conservation Code, 2000.
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small in comparison to the energy efficiency standards for various cooling technologies. Full
load efficiencies for air conditioners have increased from 8.9 EER10 to 11.2 EER,11 and water
chillers have increased from 2.7 COP12 to 5.5 COP13 over that same time frame.

Federal Standards
Current federal standards for warm air furnaces are contained within Title 10 of the Code
of Federal Regulations, Chapter II, Subchapter D, Part 431.14 The current standards for
warm air furnaces state that the thermal efficiency of the furnace must be not less than 80
percent. This is consistent with all of the state minimum efficiencies currently in use
throughout the Northwest states.

Codes and Standards Outlook
Updating codes and standards can be a slow process; they are often only updated every few
years. This section describes future code updates that were known at the time of this
report.15 The Evergreen team reviewed pending state and federal changes, along with the
update processes, to determine if any significant changes affecting condensing rooftop
units are anticipated.

Upcoming State Updates
Each state legislature targets a 3-year code cycle, but allows for revisions and adjustments
at any time. Table 7 shows the current code update cycle and expected code adoptions for
the Northwest states, based on a literature review. Only Idaho has confirmed which version
of IECC will be adopted. The anticipated codes for the other states are based on
professional judgment considering past code adoption patterns.

TABLE 803.2.2(1) IECC 2000.
TABLE 403.2.3(1) IECC 2012.
12 TABLE 803.3.2(2) IECC 2000.
13 TABLE 403.2.3(7) IECC 2012.
14 http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/textidx?SID=6b6ba54e167562ac81b722568ce99eec&mc=true&node=pt10.3.431&rgn=div5#se10.3.431_172
15 December, 2016
10
11
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Table 7: Anticipated Code Updates
State

Update Cycle

Next
Update

Anticipated
Code

Washington

3 years

2019

IECC 2018

Oregon

3 years

2017

IECC 2015

Idaho

3 years

2018

IECC 2015

Montana

3 years

2017

IECC 2015

As noted in Table 7, a majority of the state codes are expected to be updated to IECC 2015
during the next code cycle. This version of the code is already available for review, and
contains the same minimum efficiency standards as IECC 2012. The only unknown code at
this time is the 2018 revisions to the IECC. Based on the current trajectory, however, it is
unlikely that significant increases to the minimum thermal efficiencies for warm air
furnaces will be included.

Federal Updates
The U.S. DOE released its final rule amending the energy conservation standards for
commercial warm air furnaces in January 2016.16 This rule updated the efficiency
requirements and set the compliance date for the purchase or manufacture of warm air
furnaces in the U.S. after 2023. The official ruling reads as follows:17
“§431.77 Energy conservation standards and their effective dates.
(2) For gas-fired commercial warm air furnaces manufactured starting on January 1, 2023,
the TE at the maximum rated capacity (rated maximum input) must be not less than 81
percent.”

Similar to the other benchmark codes of IECC and ASHRAE, there does not appear to be a
significant increase in required thermal efficiencies for warm air furnaces in the near term.
Especially at the federal level, energy and building code updates are a highly political
process. Code officials do their best to affect large reductions in energy usage, while
working with a large and varied group of industry stakeholders.
Importantly, the overall impact from increasing furnace standards is small relative to the
overall savings that can be achieved by improving cooling efficiency standards. For
example, the DOE projects that requiring all commercial furnaces to be condensing (with

16
17

81 FR 2420 (January 15, 2016).
Code of Federal Regulations. Title 10, Chapter 11, Subchapter D, Part 431, Subpart D
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an efficiency of at least 92%) would achieve savings estimated at 2.418 quads19 over the
lifetime of equipment sold from 2019 through 2048. However, this is less than half of the
savings generated by increasing cooling standards by the minimum amount (5.3 quads20)
and only one tenth of the savings of the highest efficiency levels considered for cooling
(23.4 quads21). The final rule achieves savings for warm air furnaces projected at 0.23
quads, while the improved cooling efficiency standards are estimated to save 14.8 quads.
This suggests that significant improvements in required heating efficiencies will not be
mandated at the federal levels until projected savings are more in line with other high
impact adjustments that can be made.

Non-Energy Codes
Secondary to energy codes are other codes that can have a significant effect on the use of
certain technologies. Pertaining to condensing rooftop units is the required handling of any
generated condensate. A recent NEEA study by Washington State University (WSU, 2016)
conducted a thorough review of the various mechanical and plumbing codes in force
throughout NEEA territories.22 Highlights of that research include:
•
•

•
•

There is considerable ambiguity and lack of historical interpretations of these codes
and how they pertain to condensate disposal.
Actual installations of condensing rooftop units in the Northwest have different types
of disposal systems. One examined installation had a treatment system installed at the
facility to treat the condensate before it was put down the standard waste water
drain. A second had a separate sanitary drain installed to keep the condensate
separate from their standard waste water stream.
Municipalities and others may have wastewater acidity requirements in addition to
what is mandated by plumbing or mechanical codes.
There is “circular ambiguity” as manufacturers require customers to follow applicable
codes and standards while some codes require that the manufacturer’s instructions
be followed.

Energy Conservation Standards for Small, Large, and Very Large Air-Cooled Commercial Package Air
Conditioning and Heating Equipment and Commercial Warm Air Furnaces; Supplemental notice of proposed
rulemaking. Table II.5.
19 1 quad = 1015 btu (1 quadrillion)
20 Energy Conservation Standards for Small, Large, and Very Large Air-Cooled Commercial Package Air
Conditioning and Heating Equipment and Commercial Warm Air Furnaces; Supplemental notice of proposed
rulemaking. Table II.1.
21 Ibid.
22 Chapter 4.4: Codes and Standards. Appendix C. Gas Heating RTU Market Opportunity Assessment Report.
Washington State University and Gas Technology Institute. September 20, 2016.
18
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As time progresses and more of these installations are commissioned, clarity on the various
rules will occur and best practices will be developed. However, until that time, uncertainty
regarding some of these ancillary codes could be a significant barrier to customers.
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Appendix B – Commercial HVAC Industry Groups
Several industry groups are active in the RTU market, with particular focus on increasing
the efficiency levels of RTUs. Some of these groups are:
•
•
•

U.S. Department of Energy’s Building Technologies Office (BTO)
U.S. Department of Energy’s Better Building Alliance
Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE)

Beginning in 2012, the DOE’s BTO has focused on increasing the operating electric
efficiency in RTUs via two distinct strategies. The first strategy included “a challenge to the
RTU manufactures to increase the integrated energy efficiency ratio (IEER) by 60 percent”
over the current ASHRAE standards (Advanced Rooftop Challenge), while the second
strategy consisted of researching the effects of a new advanced RTU control with
capabilities to reduce energy consumption by up to 50 percent.23 Additionally, the BTO has
implemented an RTU comparison calculator (RTUCC) that allows users to interact with a
web-based tool that compares energy consumption and costs for different RTUs units with
varying efficiencies. The DOE’s efforts did not include any emphasis on natural gas RTU
units.
In conjunction with the BTO, the DOE’s Better Building Alliance also helped establish the
Advanced Rooftop Challenge for RTU manufacturers. As outlined above, the promotion
operated between 2011 and 2013 and “challenged” RTU manufactures to develop an
advanced RTU that dramatically exceeded electric efficiency standards.24 The Better
Building Alliance worked with building owners and operators, in addition to
manufacturers, to identify cost-effective RTU solutions that would help DOE reach their
overarching goal of lowering energy costs in U.S. commercial buildings by 20%. As a result,
several manufacturers began making more efficient RTUs, including large manufacturers
such as Carrier, which developed their most efficient RTU product line ever as a result of
the challenge.25
As manufacturers began designing more efficient RTUs, the Better Building Alliance began
shifting their focus to building owners through their Advanced RTU Campaign (ARC). The
ARC provides resources and support material to commercial building owners looking to
retrofit their current RTU units with more efficient models.

RTU Comparison Calculator Enhancement Plan, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), 2014
Advanced Rooftop Units Are Keeping It Cool, Samantha Bresler, NEEP, 2015
25 Predicting the Future of RTUs: Manufacturers discuss where the market is heading in the next few years, Jen
Anesi, 2015
23
24
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Additionally, the Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE), along with partnering utility
members, have advocated for incentivizing high efficiency (gas condensing) RTUs based on
their tiered efficiency system for RTUs. Based on CEE’s expressed interest, other groups
such as the Gas Technology Institute (GTI) have initiated research and development
projects to further explore the market possibilities for high efficiency RTU units, including
attempts to establish a market baseline for heating times and gas usage in standard RTUs.26

26

High efficiency heating rooftop units (RTUs), energySMART, 2013
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Appendix C – Research Tasks
Evergreen completed multiple tasks for this research, as detailed next.

Literature Review
The Evergreen team reviewed several previous studies and market research reports
focused on the U.S. HVAC market as a whole and the role of RTUs within the market. Some
of the key topics that were targeted included:
•
•
•
•
•

Current HVAC technologies in the commercial market;
HVAC manufacturers;
Supply chain routes;
Efficiency and cost trends; and
Commercial customer decision-making factors

The literature review provided context for key topics discussed during the market actor
interviews. Various findings from the literature review were compared and contrasted with
insights from the market actors, specifically as the findings related to the Northwest
market.

Interviews with Commercial HVAC Installers
Between August and October 2016, Evergreen completed eight in-depth interviews with
commercial HVAC contractors throughout the Northwest, including two HVAC design
consultants and six managers and executives of HVAC installation firms. Additionally,
Evergreen conducted an in-person interview with an installer who provided an on-site
demonstration of their commercial rooftop HVAC equipment, including multiple RTUs.

Interviews with HVAC Distributors and Manufacturer Staff
Evergreen conducted in-depth phone interviews with Northwest sales managers working
for eight HVAC distributors and/or manufacturers in October and November of 2016.
Collectively, these sales managers represent a broad range of commercial HVAC brands
including: Carrier, Aaon, Trane, American Standard, Rheem, York, Energy Labs, Applied Air,
Modine, Munters, Daikin, and Mammoth (owned by Nortek).

Interviews with Commercial Building Owners and Managers
Between August and October 2016, Evergreen Economics conducted 13 in-depth
interviews with commercial building facility managers and owners throughout the
Northwest. Ten building managers were recruited through existing NEEA contact lists,
while the remaining participants were recruited via cold calls or through existing
relationships with Evergreen Economics. As shown in Table 8, interviewees owned or
managed different types of commercial properties with varying levels of responsibilities
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regarding their buildings’ HVAC systems. Overall, the most common building types
included offices (n=6) and retail (n=4) in the Portland and Seattle metro areas.
Table 8: Commercial Building Owners and Manager Interview Participants
Location

Role

Building Type

Portland

Property Manager

Courthouse

Portland

Technical Services Manager

Education

Portland

Energy and Utility Specialist

Library

Portland

Property Manager

Office/Conference Center

Portland

Sustainability Manager

Animal Research/Housing

Portland

Property Manager

Office/Retail

Portland/Medford

Property Broker

Retail

Eugene

Property Manager/Owner

Retail

Seattle

Director of Engineering for Property
Management

Office

Seattle

Director of Facilities

Medical Research/Office

Seattle

Property Manager

Medical Office

Seattle

Senior Property Manager

Education

Seattle

Owner/Developer

Office/Retail

Participating building owners and managers were directly involved with the HVAC
decision-making processes for their commercial properties, and provided feedback on the
process itself and the specifics of commercial HVAC projects their company completed
recently, including the type of installed equipment, the size of the project, and the
equipment selection criteria.

Commercial HVAC Codes Review
The Evergreen team reviewed current and projected state energy codes and federal
standards, which influence the market for the highest efficiency commercial HVAC
equipment. For this task the team interviewed commercial codes experts at NEEA and
Energy Trust of Oregon and conducted a literature review that included:
•
•
•
•

State energy code documents;
State code update procedures;
U.S. Office of Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy (EERE) website;
Code of Federal Regulations;
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•
•

U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Rulemaking reports; and
U.S. DOE appliance technical support documents

The full review is included in Appendix A.

Technical Market Potential Review
The Evergreen team reviewed a market potential analysis developed for NEEA by the
Washington State University (WSU) Energy Program and the Gas Technology Institute
(WSU, 2016) to ensure that key estimates and assumptions are reasonable to use. Section
4.2 of this report presents the results of the review.
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Appendix D – Study Interview Guides
NEEA Unitary HVAC
Market Characterization Study
Manufacturers Interview Guide
Key Objectives

The manufacturer interviews are to help develop an understanding of the following key
market issues:
➢ Market share of unitary rooftop condensing gas systems;
➢ Demand trends for condensing gas systems;
➢ Typical specification process and selection requirements, and which organization
staff/roles are the final decision makers;
➢ Key market opportunities and challenges for condensing gas systems;
➢ Equipment and installation costs for condensing gas systems, including condensate
management;
➢ Marketing methods; and
➢ Recommendations for NEEA/utility market support

Target Interviewees

We will conduct in-depth interviews with 4 firms that manufacture commercial HVAC
systems.

Recruitment

Hi, this is ______________ with Evergreen Economics, an energy program evaluation firm in
Portland, Oregon. We’re calling on behalf of the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance—also
known as NEEA—who engaged us to conduct research on rooftop heating units in the
commercial sector. Please know that this is not a sales call.
We are speaking with HVAC manufacturers to learn more about the rooftop products
market, so NEEA and its utility partners can provide better support to help suppliers and
installers sell more of the most energy efficient models.
Anything you tell us will be kept confidential.
Can you please direct me to a rooftop product manager or the person who is most
knowledgeable about your firm’s sales of commercial heating equipment in the Northwest
part of the US?
[When the correct person is on the phone: Repeat Intro above.]
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Can we schedule a time to talk for about 40 minutes about your HVAC product line?
In return for study participation we will send you a $100 VISA gift card.
IF NEEDED: We know that you are very busy working with your customers and we can
always schedule interview times outside of traditional working hours. We can also email
you the questions in advance to make the interview go faster.
IF NEEDED: We will also be interviewing other HVAC manufacturers, installation
contractors and distributors. Our summarized findings will go into a market study report
that NEEA will likely publish in Q4 of 2016 on its website. We never identify any company
or individual in these reports.
IF THEY HAVE ANY CONCERNS: Ask them to contact Anu Teja (NEEA) at 503-688-5421 for
more information about the research.
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Respondent and Company Characteristics

First, I’d like to get some general information about you and your company’s sales of
commercial HVAC equipment.
Q1.

Can you please describe your role at COMPANY NAME?
a. If needed: And what states do you work in personally?

Q2.

Does your company have a “Northwest” sales region?
a. If YES: What states does that include?

To the extent possible we’d like to get your feedback for the Northwest region specifically,
but we understand if you can only give feedback for the overall US market.
INTERVIEWER NOTES:

Q3.

•

Be sure to understand which markets they are describing in the following questions.

•

Reschedule interview with other NW company staff if they recommend.
Of your commercial packaged or unitary HVAC products, what percentage of
revenues are for:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Q4.

Packaged rooftop systems
Split systems
Self contained systems (e.g., packaged indoor units, such as floor-by-floor)
Makeup air units
Other types of systems (Get details)

Thinking just about your commercial rooftop systems, what are the most efficient
units that you sell? (Get details on fuel source, efficiency levels)
a. [IF NEEDED] For heating is that thermal efficiency, combustion efficiency, or
AFUE (define it as “annual fuel utilization efficiency” if necessary)?
b. [IF NEEDED] For cooling is that EER, SEER, IPLV, COP, or IEER?

Q5.

What is the market share for these efficient units in the Northwest (or US)?

Q6.

Again, just thinking just about your commercial packaged rooftop systems, about
what percentage of your company’s revenues are from sales of units with:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Electric heat
Electric heat pump
Standard, non-condensing gas heat
Condensing gas heat, with heating efficiencies of 90 percent or higher
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e. Other types (Get details)
Q7.

Do you have a sense for the percentage of your rooftop units that are going into the
following building types:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Q8.

Regarding your makeup air units, about what percentage of your company’s
revenues are from sales of units with:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Q9.

Religious or Assembly
Food Service
Grocery
Hospitals and health care
Lodging
Office
Residential Care
Retail
Schools
Universities
Warehouse
Gyms/health clubs
Other types

Electric heat
Standard, non-condensing gas heat
Condensing gas heat, with heating efficiencies of 90 percent or higher
Other types (Get details)

Do you have a sense for the percentage of your makeup air units that are going into
the following building types:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Religious or Assembly
Food Service
Grocery
Hospitals and health care
Lodging
Office
Residential Care
Retail
Schools
Universities
Warehouse
Gyms/health clubs
Other types
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Q10.

Do any commercial market segments source their HVAC equipment directly through
your company, rather than an installation contractor? (If YES get details on
segments, types of systems, any national chain accounts they supply, frequency of
orders)

Q11.

About what percentage of your rooftop units are sourced directly from your
company?

Q12.

In the past year, have there been any new trends in the types of rooftop units you
are selling? (Probe on: fuels, sizing/tonnage changes, or efficiency levels)
a. What do you think is driving these changes?

Q13.

What technology trends are you seeing with rooftop units?

Specification Process – if supplying commercial building
owners/managers directly
Now we have some questions about the system specification process.
Q14.

For commercial building projects, which customer staff do you usually work with to
select the new HVAC system, and what are they typically looking for – do they have
firm equipment or financial requirements?
a. Does this vary by commercial building type? (Refer to previous list if needed)

Q15.

How much influence do you have on the type of system they select?

Q16.

Are any types of buildings or building owners a better fit for the most efficient types
of gas rooftop units?

Q17.

(IF SERVING NATIONAL CHAIN ACCOUNTS) How does the buying process compare
for national chain accounts?

Condensing Gas Systems

Now we have some questions about condensing gas systems specifically.
Q18.

(IF NO CONDENSING GAS SALES) You indicated that you have not had any sales of
condensing gas rooftop units. Is that because you don’t offer them, because your
company doesn’t market them heavily, or due to some other reason? (Probe on
customer demand)

Q19.

(IF NOT OFFERING CONDENSING GAS) Why doesn’t your company produce
condensing gas rooftop units?
a. Do you think you might enter this market in the next few years? Why is that?
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Q20.

(IF HAVE SOLD CONDENSING GAS) For what types of commercial projects have you
supplied condensing gas rooftop units?

Q21.

(IF HAVE SOLD CONDENSING GAS) Have any customers reported problems with
their new systems? (If YES get details, distinguish install issues versus
manufacturing defects)

Q22.

(IF HAVE SOLD CONDENSING GAS) Do any of your customers come to you seeking a
condensing gas model specifically?
a. IF YES: How often, and what types of customers do this?

Q23.

What types of commercial buildings are best suited for condensing gas rooftop
units?

Q24.

What are the main barriers to installing condensing gas units (probe on: cost,
product awareness, availability, reliability, installation challenges, legal issues,
other)?

Q25.

What do you think are the prospects for this technology? Do you think sales will
increase, stay level or decline? Why is that?

Q26.

What are the additional equipment and installation costs for condensing gas
systems, compared to other gas systems?
a. Confirm if this is per ton installed, or an average across all units.
b. Probe about condensate management costs if not mentioned [drain lines and
neutralizer annual replacement]

Q27.

Have prices for gas condensing systems changed at all recently? If YES: Why?

Marketing

We just have a few more questions and then we’re done.
Q28. What types of marketing, if any, does your company do for the commercial market?
[DO NOT READ, LISTEN FOR]
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

None
Company webpage
Social media
Personal meetings with customer staff
Print – direct mail, fliers, brochures
Print – newspaper ads
Print – magazine ad/article
Radio
TV
Trade shows
Online advertising or Google AdWords
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l.

Outdoor advertising, including billboards and buses

Q29.

(IF OFFERING CONDENSING GAS MODELS) Is your marketing different for
condensing gas systems? If YES: In what ways?

Q30.

Have you done any coordinated promotions with HVAC distributors on rooftop
systems?
a. If YES: Regarding what types of systems?
b. How has this gone; what were the sales impacts?

Q31.

(IF OFFERING CONDENSING GAS UNITS) Do you provide any technical training to
installers for condensing gas systems? (If YES get details on frequency, mode,
effectiveness).

Q32.

(IF OFFERING CONDENSING GAS UNITS) Does your staff ever promote condensing
gas units to customers?
a. IF YES: What benefits do you discuss with them?

Q33.

(IF OFFERING CONDENSING GAS UNITS) Is there any marketing or technical
support that NEEA or the Northwest utilities could provide that might help you to
increase the number of condensing gas units you sell?

Those are all of our questions. Thank you very much for your time and good
information!
We would like to send you a $100 gift card for your participation. Can you please
confirm your company mailing address?
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Key Objectives

NEEA Unitary HVAC
Market Characterization Study
Distributors Interview Guide

The distributor interviews are to help develop an understanding of the following key
market issues:
➢ Market share of unitary rooftop condensing gas systems in the commercial sector;
➢ Demand trends for condensing gas systems;
➢ Typical specification process and selection requirements, and which organization
staff/roles are the final decision makers;
➢ Key market opportunities and challenges for condensing gas systems;
➢ Equipment and installation costs for condensing gas systems, including condensate
management;
➢ Distributor marketing methods; and
➢ Recommendations for NEEA/utility market support

Target Interviewees
We will conduct in-depth interviews with 4 firms that supply commercial HVAC systems in
areas served by NEEA’s Gas Initiative funders. We will try to target some of the largest
regional distribution firms based on annual sales volume data.

Recruitment

Hi, this is ______________ with Evergreen Economics, an energy program evaluation firm in
Portland, Oregon. We’re calling on behalf of the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance—also
known as NEEA—who engaged us to conduct research on rooftop heating units in the
commercial sector. Please know that this is not a sales call.
We are speaking with commercial HVAC distributors to learn more about the rooftop
products market, so NEEA and its utility partners can provide better support to help
suppliers and installers sell more of the most energy efficient models.
Anything you tell us will be kept confidential.
Can you please direct me to a sales manager or the person who is most knowledgeable
about your firm’s sales of commercial heating equipment?
[When the correct person is on the phone: Repeat Intro above.]
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Can we schedule a time to talk for about 40 minutes about your commercial HVAC sales?
In return for study participation we will send you a $50 VISA gift card.
IF NEEDED: We know that you are very busy working with your regular customers and we
can always schedule interview times outside of traditional working hours. We can also
email you the questions in advance to make the interview go faster.
IF NEEDED: We will also be interviewing HVAC manufacturers, installation contractors and
other distributors. Our summarized findings will go into a market study report that NEEA
will likely publish in Q4 of 2016 on its website. We never identify any company or
individual in these reports.
IF THEY HAVE ANY CONCERNS: Ask them to contact Anu Teja (NEEA) at 503-688-5421 for
more information about the research.
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Respondent and Company Characteristics

First, I’d like to get some general information about you and your company.
Q1.

Can you please describe your role at your company? (Are they a company owner,
sales/marketing manager, procurement manager, etc.)

Q2.

About what percentage of your company’s total revenues  at the location we have
calledare for commercial heating products, versus residential products? A rough
estimate is fine.
IF 0% terminate – we are only speaking with firms that provide commercial HVAC
systems.

Q3.

And of your commercial packaged or unitary HVAC products, what percentage of
revenues are for:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Q4.

Packaged rooftop systems
Split systems
Self contained systems (e.g., packaged indoor units, such as floor-by-floor)
Makeup air units
Other types of systems (Get details)

Thinking just about your packaged rooftop systems, about what percentage of your
company’s total revenues  at the location we have calledare from sales of units
with:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Electric heat
Electric heat pump
Standard, non-condensing gas heat
Condensing gas heat, with heating efficiencies of 90 percent or higher
Other types (Get details)

IF NEEDED: Condensing units are high efficiency gas furnaces which recover heat
from the burner exhaust. This process recovers a significant amount of heat,
provides a lot of added efficiency, and condenses the water out of the exhaust air,
which is where it gets its name.
Q5.

Do you have a sense for the percentage of your rooftop units that are going into the
following building types:
•
•
•
•
•

Religious or Assembly
Food Service
Grocery
Hospitals and health care
Lodging
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Q6.

Regarding your makeup air units, about what percentage of your company’s
revenues are from sales of units with:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Q7.

Electric heat
Standard, non-condensing gas heat
Condensing gas heat, with heating efficiencies of 90 percent or higher
Other types (Get details)

Do you have a sense for the percentage of your makeup air units that are going into
the following building types:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Q8.

Office
Residential Care
Retail
Schools
Universities
Warehouse
Gyms/health clubs
Other types

Religious or Assembly
Food Service
Grocery
Hospitals and health care
Lodging
Office
Residential Care
Retail
Schools
Universities
Warehouse
Gyms/health clubs
Other types

In the past year, have there been any new trends in the types of rooftop units you
are selling? (probe on: fuels, brands, sizing/tonnage changes, or efficiency levels)
a. What do you think is driving these changes?

Q9.

For retrofit projects, are there any commercial market segments that source their
HVAC equipment directly through large distributors like you, rather than an
installation contractor? (If YES get details on segments, types of systems, any
national chain accounts they supply, frequency of orders)
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Product Supply

Now we have some questions about the rooftop products you offer to contractors and
commercial customers.
Q10.

Which brands of rooftop systems does your firm currently offer?

Q11.

Who do you source your rooftop systems from? (Get company names and locations)
a. Is there a contact person you can provide? We also hope to interview some
manufacturer sales reps for our research.

Q12.

Do you usually recommend certain technologies or brands over others?
a. If YES: Why is that?

Q13.

Are you planning to offer any other brands or types of rooftop systems in the next
year?
a. (IF YES:) Which brands/types, and why is that?

Q14.

Does your company maintain a stock of condensing gas systems? (If YES get details
on sizes, number of units)

Q15.

Are condensing gas units readily available to you or must they be purpose ordered?

Q16.

(IF PURPOSE ORDERED): How much longer does it take you to receive a condensing
gas system, compared to a non-condensing system?

Specification and Purchase Process – if supplying commercial
customers directly
Now we have some questions about the system specification process.
Q17.

For commercial building installations, which customer staff or contractors do you
usually work with to select the new HVAC system, and what are they typically
looking for – do they have firm equipment or financial requirements?
a. Does this vary by commercial building type? (Refer to previous list if needed)

Q18.

How much influence do you have on the type of system they select?

Q19.

Are any types of buildings or building owners a better fit for the most efficient types
of gas rooftop units?

Q20.

Do any of your customers come to you seeking a condensing gas model specifically?
a. IF YES: How often, and what types of customers do this?

Q21.

How long does the typical retrofit process take, from system selection, through
design and installation?
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Q22.

(IF SERVING NATIONAL CHAIN ACCOUNTS) How does the buying process compare
for national chain accounts?

Condensing Gas Systems

Now we have some questions about condensing gas systems specifically.
Q23.

(IF HAVE SOLD CONDENSING GAS UNITS) For what types of commercial projects
have you supplied condensing gas rooftop units?

Q24.

(IF HAVE SOLD CONDENSING GAS UNITS) Have any customers reported problems
with their condensing gas systems? (If YES get details, distinguish install issues
versus manufacturing defects)

Q25.

What types of commercial buildings are best suited for condensing gas rooftop
units?

Q26.

What are the main barriers to installing condensing gas units (probe on: cost,
product awareness, availability, reliability, installation challenges, legal issues,
other)?

Q27.

What do you think are the prospects for this technology? Do you think sales will
increase, stay level or decline? Why is that?

Q28.

What are the additional equipment and installation costs for condensing gas
systems, compared to other gas systems?
a. Confirm if this is per ton installed, or an average across all units.
b. Probe about condensate management costs if not mentioned [drain lines and
acid neutralizer annual replacement]

Q29.

Have prices for gas condensing systems changed at all recently? If YES: Why?

Q30.

Do you provide any technical training to installers for condensing gas systems? (If
YES get details on frequency, mode, effectiveness).

Marketing

We just have a few more questions and then we’re done.
Q31. What marketing media does your company use for the commercial market? [DO
NOT READ, LISTEN FOR]
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

None
Company webpage
Social media
Personal meetings with customer staff
Print – direct mail, fliers, brochures
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f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.

Print – newspaper ads
Print – magazine ad/article
Radio
TV
Trade shows
Online advertising or Google AdWords
Outdoor advertising, including billboards and buses

Q32.

Are any of your marketing modes are more effective than others?

Q33.

Does your staff ever promote gas condensing units to customers?
a. IF YES: What benefits do you discuss with them?

Q34.

Have you done any coordinated promotions with HVAC manufacturers on rooftop
systems?
a. IF YES: Regarding what types of systems?
b. How has this gone; what were the sales impacts?

Q35.

Is there any marketing or technical support that NEEA or the Northwest utilities
could provide that might help you to increase the number of condensing gas units
you sell?

Those are all of our questions. Thank you very much for your time and good
information!
We would like to send you a $50 gift card for your participation. Can you please
confirm your company mailing address?
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Key Objectives

NEEA Unitary HVAC
Market Characterization Study
Installers Interview Guide

The installer interviews are to help develop an understanding of the following key market
issues:
➢ Market share of unitary rooftop systems (including condensing gas systems) in the
commercial sector;
➢ Sourcing and availability of efficient rooftop units;
➢ Typical specification process and selection requirements, and which organization
staff/roles are the final decision makers;
➢ Key market opportunities and challenges for condensing gas rooftop systems;
➢ Equipment and installation costs for condensing gas systems, including condensate
management;
➢ HVAC contractor marketing methods; and
➢ Recommendations for NEEA/utility market support

Target Interviewees

We will conduct in-depth interviews with 10 firms that install commercial HVAC systems in
areas served by NEEA’s Gas Initiative funders. This will include 2 to 3 firms that specialize
in planning HVAC projects on behalf of commercial building managers. We will try to target
some of the largest regional installation contractors based on annual sales volume data.

Recruitment

Hi, this is ______________ with Evergreen Economics, an energy program evaluation firm in
Portland, Oregon. We’re calling on behalf of the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance—also
known as NEEA—who engaged us to conduct research on rooftop heating units in the
commercial sector. Please know that this is not a sales call.
We are speaking with HVAC installation contractors to learn more about the rooftop
products market, so NEEA and its utility partners can provide better support to help
suppliers and installers sell more of the most energy efficient models.
Anything you tell us will be kept confidential.
Can you please direct me to a sales manager or the person who is most knowledgeable
about your firm’s installations of commercial heating equipment?
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[When the correct person is on the phone: Repeat Intro above.]
Can we schedule a time to talk for about 40 minutes about your commercial HVAC sales?
In return for study participation we will send you a $50 VISA gift card.
IF NEEDED: We know that you are very busy working with your regular customers and we
can always schedule interview times outside of traditional working hours. We can also
email you the questions in advance to make the interview go faster.
IF NEEDED: We will also be interviewing HVAC manufacturers, large regional distributors
and other installation contractors. Our summarized findings will go into a market study
report that NEEA will likely publish in Q4 of 2016 on its website. We never identify any
company or individual in these reports.
IF THEY HAVE ANY CONCERNS: Ask them to contact Anu Teja (NEEA) at 503-688-5421 for
more information about the research.
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Respondent and Company Characteristics

First, I’d like to get some general information about you and your company.
Q1.

Can you please describe your role at your company? (Are they a company owner,
sales/marketing manager, installation specialist, etc.)

Q2.

About what percentage of your company’s total revenues  at the location we have
calledare for commercial heating projects? A rough estimate is fine.
IF 0% terminate – we are only speaking with firms that do commercial HVAC projects.

Q3.

And of your commercial packaged or unitary HVAC projects, what percentage of
revenues are for:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Q4.

Packaged rooftop systems
Split systems
Self contained systems (e.g., packaged indoor units, such as floor-by-floor)
Makeup air units
Other types of systems (Get details)

Thinking just about your packaged rooftop systems, about what percentage of your
company’s total revenues  at the location we have calledare from sales of units
with:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Electric heat
Electric heat pump
Standard, non-condensing gas heat
Condensing gas heat, with heating efficiencies of 90 percent or higher
Other types (Get details)

IF NEEDED: Condensing units are high efficiency gas furnaces which recover heat
from the burner exhaust. This process recovers a significant amount of heat,
provides a lot of added efficiency, and condenses the water out of the exhaust air,
which is where it gets its name.
Q5.

Still thinking about your rooftop systems, what percentage of your revenues are for
projects in the following building types:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Religious or Assembly
Food Service
Grocery
Hospitals and health care
Lodging
Office
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Q6.

Regarding your makeup air units, about what percentage of your company’s
revenues are from sales of units with:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Q7.

Electric heat
Standard, non-condensing gas heat
Condensing gas heat, with heating efficiencies of 90 percent or higher
Other types (Get details)

Do you have a sense for the percentage of your makeup air units that are going into
the following building types:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Q8.

Residential Care
Retail
Schools
Universities
Warehouse
Gyms/health clubs
Other types

Religious or Assembly
Food Service
Grocery
Hospitals and health care
Lodging
Office
Residential Care
Retail
Schools
Universities
Warehouse
Gyms/health clubs
Other types

In the past year, have there been any new trends in the types of rooftop units you
are installing? (Probe on: fuels, brands, sizing/tonnage changes, or efficiency levels)
a. What do you think is driving these changes?

Q9.

(IF DOING RETAIL PROJECTS) For your retail building projects, are any of these for
national chain accounts? (If YES, get details on account, types of systems installed)

Product Supply
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Now we have some questions about the rooftop products you offer to commercial
customers.
Q10.

Which brands of rooftop systems does your firm currently offer to customers?

Q11.

Who do you source your rooftop systems from? (Get company names and locations)
a. IF NEEDED: Is that a distribution company or a manufacturer representative?
b. Is there a contact person you can provide? We also hope to interview some large
distributors and manufacturer reps for our research.

Q12.

Are you planning to offer any other brands or types of rooftop systems in the next
year?
a. (IF YES:) Which brands/types, and why is that?

Q13.

Are condensing gas units readily available to you or must they be purpose ordered?

Q14.

(IF PURPOSE ORDERED): How much longer does it take you to receive a condensing
gas system, compared to non-condensing system?

Q15.

Does your company maintain a stock of any rooftop systems? (If YES get details)

Specification and Purchase Process
Now we have some questions about the system specification process.
Q16.

For commercial building retrofits, which customer staff or contractors do you
usually work with to select the new HVAC system, and what are they typically
looking for – do they have firm equipment or financial requirements?
a. Does this vary by commercial building type? (Refer to previous list if needed)

Q17.

How much influence do you have on the type of system they select?

Q18.

Are any types of buildings or building owners a better fit for the most efficient types
of gas rooftop units?

Q19.

Do any of your customers come to you seeking a condensing gas model specifically?
a. IF YES: How often, and what types of customers do this?

Q20.

How long does the typical retrofit process take, from system selection, through
design and installation?

Q21.

(IF SERVING NATIONAL CHAIN ACCOUNTS) How does the buying and installation
process compare for national chain accounts?

Condensing Gas Systems
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Now we have some questions about condensing gas systems specifically.
Q22.

(IF HAVE DONE CONDENSING GAS PROJECTS) For what types of commercial
projects have you installed condensing gas rooftop units?

Q23.

(IF HAVE DONE CONDENSING GAS PROJECTS) Do you have any significant
challenges installing these systems? (If YES get details)

Q24.

(IF HAVE DONE CONDENSING GAS PROJECTS) Have any customers reported
problems with their new systems? (If YES get details, distinguish install issues
versus manufacturing defects)

Q25.

What types of commercial buildings are best suited for condensing gas rooftop
units?

Q26.

What are the main barriers to installing condensing gas units (probe on: cost,
product awareness, availability, reliability, installation challenges, legal issues,
other)?

Q27.

What do you think are the prospects for this technology? Do you think sales will
increase, stay level or decline? Why is that?

Q28.

What are the additional equipment and installation costs for condensing gas
systems, compared to other gas systems?
a. Confirm if this is per ton installed, or an average across all units.
b. Probe about condensate management costs if not mentioned [drain lines and
acid neutralizer annual replacement]

Marketing

We just have a few more questions and then we’re done.
Q29. What marketing media does your company use for the commercial market? [DO
NOT READ, LISTEN FOR]
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.

None
Company webpage
Social media
Personal meetings with customer staff
Print – direct mail, fliers, brochures
Print – newspaper ads
Print – magazine ad/article
Radio
TV
Trade shows
Online advertising or Google AdWords
Outdoor advertising, including billboards and buses
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Q30.

Are any of your marketing modes are more effective than others?

Q31.

How would you describe your sales approach when you meet with your customers
face to face?

Q32.

Do you usually recommend certain technologies or brands over others?
a. If YES: Why is that?

Q33.

Does your staff ever promote condensing gas systems to customers?
a. IF YES: What benefits do you discuss with them?

Q34.

Have you done any coordinated promotions with HVAC manufacturers or
distributors on rooftop systems?
a. If YES: Regarding what types of systems?
b. How has this gone; what were the sales impacts?

Q35.

Is there any marketing or technical support that NEEA or the Northwest utilities
could provide that might help you to increase the number of condensing gas units
you install?

Those are all of our questions. Thank you very much for your time and good
information!
We would like to send you a $50 gift card for your participation. Can you please
confirm your company mailing address?
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NEEA Unitary HVAC
Market Characterization Study
Building Owner/Manager Interview Guide
Key Objectives

These interviews are to help develop an understanding of the following key market issues:
➢ Who building owners/managers source heating equipment from;
➢ Decision factors for selecting new heating equipment, and which organization
staff/roles are the final decision makers;
➢ Awareness of condensing gas heating equipment;
➢ Experiences using condensing gas heating equipment;
➢ Reasons for selecting/not selecting condensing gas systems; and
➢ Recommendations for NEEA/utility product information

Target Interviewees

We will conduct in-depth interviews with up to 24 owners or managers of commercial
buildings with gas service in areas served by NEEA’s Gas Initiative funders. We will
distribute the interviews across a range of building types upon analyzing the CBSA to
estimate technical potential for condensing gas systems by building type.

Recruitment

Hi, this is ______________ with Evergreen Economics, an energy program evaluation firm in
Portland, Oregon. We’re calling on behalf of the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance—also
known as NEEA—who hired us to conduct market research on building heating equipment.
Please know that this is not a sales call.
We are conducting interviews with commercial building owners and property managers to
learn about the types of heating systems they install and the decision factors they consider,
so NEEA and its utility partners can create programs to support installations of the most
energy efficient systems.
Anything you tell us will be kept confidential.
Are you the person that is most familiar with your building’s heating equipment and
purchase decisions, or can you tell me who that is?
[When the correct person is on the phone: Repeat Intro above.]
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Can we schedule a time to talk for about 20 minutes about your heating equipment, or are
you available to talk now?
In return for study participation we will send you a $50 VISA gift card.
Before we continue, can you confirm that your building has natural gas service to the
property?
IF NO GAS SERVICE: I’m sorry, we are only conducting research for properties with
existing gas service, so we don’t need to complete an interview. Thanks for your
time though.
And have you personally been involved in considering or selecting building heating
equipment in the past five years?
IF NO INVOLVEMENT: I’m sorry, we’re looking to speak with people that have had
recent experience with commercial heating equipment, so we don’t need to
complete an interview. Thanks for your time though.
IF NEEDED: We know that you are probably very busy and we can always schedule an
interview time outside of traditional working hours. We can also email you the questions in
advance to make the interview go faster.
IF NEEDED: We will also be interviewing HVAC manufacturers, large regional distributors
and installation contractors. Our summarized findings will go into a market study report
for that NEEA will likely publish in Q4 of 2016 on its website. We never identify any
property, company or individual in these reports.
IF THEY HAVE ANY CONCERNS: Ask them to contact Anu Teja (NEEA) at 503-688-5421 for
more information about the research.
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Building Characteristics

First, I’d like to get some general information about your building?
NOTE TO INTERVIEWER: If they can speak about multiple buildings, be sure to distinguish
responses by building.
Q1.

What are the primary and secondary uses for your building?

Q2.

And how old is your building?

Q3.

Has it had any major renovations in the past five years? (If YES: Get details on new
uses, expanded space, etc.)

Q4.

What is the square footage of the building, and how many stories is it?

Q5.

And about what percentage of the building is heated?

Heating System Characteristics

Lets talk about your building’s heating system.
Q6.

When did you install or last replace your building’s heating system?

Q7.

Do you have an electric or natural gas system now, or some combination?

Q8.

What type of heating system do you have? Is it a:
Get details if multiple systems used.
a. Boiler
b. Unitary or packaged rooftop system (gas, electric, or heat pump)
c. Split system
IF NEEDED: With split systems, the indoor section has a fan, cooling coil, heating
section, and filter while the outdoor section houses a compressor and condenser.
d. Self contained indoor system
e. Other types of system (Get details)

Q9.

Do you know the heating efficiency level of your system? (Confirm if this is thermal
efficiency, combustion efficiency, AFUE)

Q10.

(IF NOT USING A BOILER) And do you know the capacity of your system, in BTU’s
per hour? A rough estimate is fine.
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Sourcing and Specification

Now we’d like to learn about how you go about choosing and procuring new heating
equipment.
Q11.

Can you please describe your process for planning a heating system installation and
sourcing the equipment?
Probe as needed:
a. What triggers the decision to install a new heating system?
b. Who else do you work with to select the new equipment? (Probe on other
property staff, contractor firms, manufacturer’s rep, etc.)
c. Who recommends which type and capacity of heating equipment to install?
d. And who ultimately decides which type of heating system to install?
e. How long did the equipment selection process take?
f. Who do you source your HVAC equipment from? (Get company names and
locations)
i. Why do you source from them?
g. What criteria factor into the selection decision? (Probe on: efficiency level,
capital cost, maintenance cost/requirements, technology risk, equipment
availability)
i. Are there any firm equipment or financial criteria that must be met (e.g., if
paying for greater efficiency, what would the maximum payback period
be)?
h. What information sources do you use to decide what to install? (Probe on
manufacturer/installer information or calculations, Internet research, peer
feedback, etc.)

Q12.

(IF HAVE REPLACED ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT) How long did your last heating
replacement project take, starting from the decision to install a new system, through
system selection, design, delivery and installation?
a. Did you already have budget available for the project, or was additional time
required to secure funding?

Condensing Gas Systems
We just have a few more questions and then we’ll be done.
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Q13.

Have you heard about condensing gas heating systems?
If NO: Condensing units are high efficiency gas furnaces which recover heat from the
burner exhaust. This process recovers a significant amount of heat, provides a lot of
added efficiency, and condenses the water out of the exhaust air, which is where it
gets its name. These units usually have a heating efficiency of 90 percent or higher.
Have you heard of these systems?

Q14.

(IF AWARE) Do you have a condensing gas system installed now?
a. If YES:
i. Why did you choose to install a condensing gas system?
ii. Have you experienced any operations problems with the heating or
condensate management? If YES: Get details.
iii. Has it met your expectations for energy consumption?
b. If NO:
i. Did you consider a condensing gas system for your last heating system
project?
If NO: Why didn’t you consider a condensing gas system?
If not mentioned: Did you have any concerns about how to handle the
condensate – related to drainage modifications or replacing the acid
neutralizer?

Q15.

Is there any information that NEEA could provide to you about condensing gas
heating systems, or other highly efficient commercial heating equipment that you
would like?

Those are all of our questions. Thank you very much for your time and good
information!
We would like to send you a $50 gift card for your participation. Can you please
confirm your company mailing address?
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